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AUSTRALIAN CRIME
Karen M Davis

Deadly Obsession

Tp

$29.99 A young nurse’s body is found at Clovelly Beach in Sydney’s eastern suburbs. Apart from a
puncture wound in her neck, she is in perfect condition. But she’s also clutching a rose in her
hands - and there’s an empty packet of prescription drugs in her pocket. Investigating the
scene, Detective Lexie Rogers and her partner Brad Sommers know something is not right. It
appears to be a staged suicide. And as they begin to dig deeper, Lexie discovers the case is too
close to home. The dead girl was a work colleague of Lexie’s ex-husband, who is now a
paramedic - and she was also a friend of the woman who broke up Lexie’s marriage.
Struggling as she is with her breakup with Josh Harrison, who pushed her away after the
suicide of his sister, and the numbing flashbacks of the violent attacks she’s suffered in the
past, Lexie throws herself into the case. When she’s handed the lead on the investigation,
Lexie sets out to solve the murder and prove she’s up to the job.

Steve Lewis &
Chris Uhlmann

The Mandarin Code Tp

$29.99 Politics just got deadly. A body pulled from the murky waters of Lake Burley Griffin links
Canberra, Beijing and Washington in a titanic struggle where war is just a mouse click away.
Veteran reporter Harry Dunkley is chasing the scoop of his career, hunting for his best
friend's killer. Navigating treacherous political waters where a desperate minority
government edges ever closer to disaster, he delves into a cyber world where there are no
secrets. Friendship and loyalty give way to betrayal and revenge as Dunkley stumbles into the
sights of the mandarins who wield real power - and who'll stop at nothing to retain it.
Political insiders Steve Lewis and Chris Uhlmann bring biting wit and behind-the-headlines
insights to this sharply observed sequel to the bestselling The Marmalade Files, once again
lifting the veil on the lust and lies that stain the corridors of power.

Michael
Robotham

Life or Death

Tp

$29.99 Why would a man escape from prison the day before he's due to be released? Audie Palmer
has spent a decade in prison for an armed robbery in which four people died, including two of
the gang. Seven million dollars has never been recovered and everybody believes that Audie
knows where the money is. For ten years he has been beaten, stabbed, throttled and
threatened almost daily by prison guards, inmates and criminal gangs, who all want to
answer this same question, but suddenly Audie vanishes, the day before he's due to be
released. Everybody wants to find Audie, but he's not running. Instead he's trying to save a
life... and not just his own.

Michael
Robotham

Watching You:
Joseph O'Loughlin
#7

Pb

$19.99 Marnie Logan often feels like she's being watched. Nothing she can quite put her finger on - a
whisper of breath on the back of her neck, or a shadow in the corner of her eye - and now her
life is frozen. Her husband Daniel has been missing for more than a year. Depressed and
increasingly desperate, she seeks the help of clinical psychologist Joe O'Loughlin. Joe is
concerned by Marnie's reluctance to talk about the past, but then she discovers a book packed
with pictures, interviews with friends, former teachers, old flames and workmates Daniel was
preparing for Marnie's birthday. It was supposed to be a celebration of her life. But it's not the
story anyone was expecting...

Steve Sailah

A Fatal Tide

Tp

$32.99 A powerful novel set in Gallipoli, that's part war-story and part mystery. 'Amid Gallipoli's
slaughter he hunted a murderer ...' It is 1915 and Thomas Clare rues the day he and his best
friend Snow went to war to solve the murder of his father. The only clues - a hidden wartime
document and the imprint of an army boot on the victim's face - have led the pair from the
safety of Queensland to the blood-soaked hills of Gallipoli. Now not only are Thomas's
enemies on every side - from the Turkish troops bearing down on the Anzac lines, to the coldblooded killer in his own trench - but as far away as London and Berlin. For, unbeknown to
Thomas, the path to murder began thirteen years earlier in Africa with the execution of
Breaker Morant - and a secret that could change the course of history ...
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Steve Worland

Combustion:
Purchase & Bell #2

Pb

$19.99 Los Angeles. Traffic clogs the streets. Smog chokes the city. And Zac Bunsen is going to burn
it all down. On a ruthless quest to save the planet, Bunsen releases the Swarm, an airborne
nanotech virus that targets combustion engines and detonates their fuel supply. It is
spectacularly, appallingly successful. Terror and chaos reign as the City of Angels explodes.
Every vehicle is now a deadly bomb and every freeway a war zone littered with bodies and
twisted wrecks. NASA astronaut Judd Bell and his best mate, Aussie chopper pilot Corey
Purchase, must navigate the burning city in a desperate mission to stop Bunsen before he can
execute the last phase of his horrific plan and send mankind back to the Stone Age.

Mark Greaney

Tom Clancy's
Hb
Support and Defend

$39.99 Over the course of three decades, Tom Clancy created a world alive with prescient action and
remarkable individuals. In Support and Defend, Dominic Caruso is presented with the
deadliest challenge of his career. Dominic Caruso. Nephew of President Jack Ryan. FBI agent
and operator for The Campus, a top secret intelligence agency that works off the books for
the U.S. government. Already scarred by the death of his brother, Caruso is devastated when
he can't save a friend and his family from a terrorist attack. Ethan Ross was a mid-level staffer
for the National Security Council. Now he's a wanted fugitive on the run with a micro-drive
that contains enough information to wreck American intelligence efforts around the world.
The CIA is desperate to get the drive back, but so are the Russians and various terrorist
groups, all of whom are closer to catching the fugitive. Only Caruso stands in their way, but
can he succeed without the aid of his Campus colleagues? Support and Defend is a brand new
blockbuster thriller featuring Dominic Caruso.

Lin Anderson

Paths of the Dead:
Rhona MacLeod #9

Pb

$19.99 When Amy MacKenzie agrees to attend a meeting at a local spiritualist church, the last person
she expects to hear calling to her from beyond the grave is her son. The son whom she'd only
spoken to an hour before. Then the body of a young man is found inside a neolithic stone
circle high above the city of Glasgow and forensic scientist Rhona MacLeod is soon on the
case. The hands have been severed and there is a stone in the victim's mouth with the number
five scratched on it. DI Michael McNab is certain it's a gangland murder, but Rhona isn't
convinced. When a second body is found in similar circumstances, a pattern begins to emerge,
of a killer intent on masterminding a gruesome Druidic game that everyone will be forced to
play ...

Bryan
Appleyard

Bedford Park

Pb

$19.99 Set in 1912, Bedford Park is not just a London suburb: it is a crucible for enlightenment and
modernity inhabited by people who wish to better themselves - and those who should know
better. It is a singular place, architecturally sidestepping the modern whilst encouraging
those with new ideas to take up residence. Into this mix sails Cal Kidd from America. In a
coffee-house he makes the acquaintance of Binks, a man whose occupation in the City is
vague but he seems to know everybody. And so Cal meets real-life characters like Maud
Gonne and Frank Harris, while Ford Madox Ford, W.B. Yeats and Joseph Conrad appear also.
Then Binks is gruesomely murdered, and after never really having to deal with anything in his
life, Cal the observer now has to act.

Emily Arsenault What Strange
Creatures

Pb

$25.95 Scandal, love, family, and murder combine in this gripping mystery by critically acclaimed
author Emily Arsenault, in which a young woman's life is turned upside down when her
brother is arrested for murder and she must prove his innocenceThe Battle siblings are used
to disappointment. Seven years after starting her PhD program - one marriage, one divorce,
three cats and a dog later - Theresa Battle still hasn't finished her dissertation. Instead of a
degree, she's got a houseful of adoring pets and a dead-end copywriting job for a local candle
company. Jeff, her so-called genius older brother, doesn't have it together, either. Creative
and loyal, he's also aimless, in both work and love. But his new girlfriend, Kim, a pretty
waitress in her twenties, appears smitten. When Theresa agrees to dog-sit Kim's puggle for a
weekend, she has no idea it will be the beginning of a terrifying nightmare that will shatter
her quiet academic world. Soon Kim's body is found in the woods, and Jeff becomes the prime
suspect.

MODERN CRIME
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Linwood
Barclay

No Safe House

Tp

$29.99 Seven years ago, Terry Archer and his family experienced a horrific ordeal that nearly cost
them their lives. Today, the echoes of that fateful night are still audible. Terry's wife, Cynthia,
is living separate from her husband and daughter after her own personal demons threatened
to ruin her relationship with them permanently. Their daughter, Grace, is rebelling against
her parents' seemingly needless overprotection. Terry is just trying to keep his family
together. And the entire town is reeling from the senseless murder of two elderly locals. But
when Grace foolishly follows her delinquent boyfriend into a strange house, the Archers must
do more than stay together. They must stay alive. Because now they have all been unwillingly
drawn into the shadowy depths of their seemingly idyllic hometown. For there, they will be
reconnected with the man who saved their lives seven years ago, but who still remains a
ruthless, unrepentant criminal. They will encounter killers for hire working all sides.

Lauren Beukes

Broken Monsters

Tp

$29.99 His wildest dreams are your worst nightmare ...From Arthur C Clarke award-winning author
Lauren Beukes comes a terrifying yet compulsive new thriller. In the city that's become a
symbol for the death of the American dream, a nightmare killer is unravelling reality.
Detective Gabi Versado no longer believes in justice. She's seen too much stupidity,
corruption and just plain badness. But never anything like this. And now it's bleeding into her
life. He was a broken man. The dreams which once fueled his ambition have curdled inside
him - dreams of recognition, love and family. But now he has new dreams - dreams of flesh
and bone made monstrously beautiful. Detroit is the decaying corpse of the American Dream.
Motor-city. Murder-city. Now a killer with the touch of an artist is turning it into the worst
kind of nightmare...

Simon Brett

A Decent Interval:
Charles Paris #18

Pb

$26.95 After a long period of 'resting, ' life is looking up for Charles Paris, who has been cast in a new
production of Hamlet. But rehearsals are fraught. Ophelia is played by Katrina Selsey, who
won the role through a television talent show. Hamlet himself is also played by a reality TV
contestant, Jared Root. But when the company reaches the first staging post of their tour,
matters get more serious, with one member of the company seriously injured in what appears
to be an accident, and another dead. Once again, Charles Paris is forced to don the mantle of
amateur detective to get to the bottom of the mystery.

Alafair Burke

All Day and a Night: Tp
Ellie Hatcher #5

$29.99 When psychotherapist Helen Brunswick is murdered in her Park Slope office, the entire city
suspects her estranged husband - until the District Attorney's Office receives an anonymous
letter. The letter's author knows a detail that police have kept secret: the victim's bones were
broken after she was killed, echoing a signature used twenty years earlier by Anthony Amaro,
a serial killer serving a life sentence. Now, Amaro is asking to be released from prison,
arguing that he was wrongly convicted, and that the true killer is still on the loose. Ellie
Hatcher and her partner JJ Rogan are tapped as the 'fresh look' team to reassess the original
investigation that led to Amaro's conviction. The case pits them against both their fellow
officers and a hard-charging celebrity defence lawyer with a young associate named Carrie
Blank, who has a personal connection to the case. As both the NYPD and Amaro's legal team
search for certainty in years of conflicting evidence, their investigations take them back to
Carrie's hometown, and to deadly secrets left behind.

Andrea
Camilleri

Angelica's Smile:
Inspector
Montalbano #17

Pb

$27.95 A rash of burglaries has got Inspector Salvo Montalbano stumped. The criminals are so brazen
that their leader, the anonymous Mr. Z, starts sending the Sicilian inspector menacing letters.
Among those burgled is the young and beautiful Angelica Cosulich, who reminds the
inspector of the love-interest in Ludovico Ariosto's chivalric romance, Orlando Furioso.
Besotted by Angelica's charms, Montalbano imagines himself back in the medieval world of
jousts and battles. But when one of the burglars turns up dead, Montalbano must snap out of
his fantasy and unmask his challenger.
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Andrea
Camilleri

The Treasure Hunt:
Inspector
Montalbano #16

Pb

$19.99 When a crazed elderly man and his sister begin firing bullets from their balcony down onto
the Vigata street below, Inspector Montalbano finds himself a reluctant television hero. A few
days later, when a letter arrives containing a mysterious riddle, the Inspector becomes drawn
into a perplexing treasure hunt set by an anonymous challenger. As the hunt intensifies,
Montalbano is relieved to be offered the assistance of Arturo Pennisi, a young man eager to
witness the detective's investigative skills first hand. Fending off meddling commissioners
and his irate girlfriend, Livia, the inspector will follow the treasure hunt's clues and travel
from Vigata's teeming streets to its deserted outskirts: where an abandoned house overlooks a
seemingly bottomless lake. But when a horrifying crime is committed, the game must surely
be laid aside. And it isn't long before Montalbano himself will be in terrible danger...

Donato Carrisi

The Vanished Ones

Tp

$29.99 Their lives have become a series of terrible choices. Bad people and dark places. And then a
phone call offers them the chance to start over. To take a pill and to vanish from life
...Hundreds of eyes stare out from the missing persons board - people who have been gone
too long and are being forgotten, by everyone except Mila Vasquez. Fiery, loyal and with a
tragic history of her own, Mila will never stop looking for them. But what if some of these
people wanted to disappear, to hide in the shadows? This is the question Mila and her team
must ask themselves as long-lost people begin to return, wreaking devastation in their wake.
Clues are being left for Mila, clues she doesn't fully understand and about which her
colleagues, terrified of an old case re-emerging, are strangely dismissive.

Chris Carter

An Evil Mind:
Robert Hunter #6

Tp

$29.99 A freak accident in rural Wyoming leads the Sheriff's Department to arrest a man for a
possible double homicide, but further investigations suggest a much more horrifying
discovery - a serial killer who has been kidnapping, torturing and mutilating victims all over
the United States for at least twenty-five years. The suspect claims he is a pawn in a huge
labyrinth of lies and deception - can he be believed? The case is immediately handed over to
the FBI, but this time they're forced to ask for outside help. Ex-criminal behaviour
psychologist and lead Detective with the Ultra Violent Crime Unit of the LAPD, Robert Hunter,
is asked to run a series of interviews with the apprehended man. These interviews begin to
reveal terrifying secrets that no one could've foreseen, including the real identity of a killer so
elusive that no one, not even the FBI, had any idea he existed ...until now.

Michael
Connelly

The Gods of Guilt:
Mickey Haller #5

Pb

$19.99 Mickey Haller gets the text, 'Call me ASAP - 187', and the California penal code for murder
immediately gets his attention. Murder cases have the highest stakes and the biggest paydays,
and they always mean Haller has to be at the top of his game. When Mickey learns that the
victim was his own former client, a prostitute he thought he had rescued and put on the
straight and narrow path, he knows he is on the hook for this one. He soon finds out that she
was back in LA and back in the life. Far from saving her, Mickey may have been the one who
put her in danger. Haunted by the ghosts of his past, Mickey must work tirelessly and bring
all his skill to bear on a case that could mean his ultimate redemption or proof of his ultimate
guilt.

Alex Connor

The Bosch
Deception

Pb

$19.99 Brabant, 1473. A clandestine brotherhood hides a secret that could bring down the Catholic
Church. Their chosen hiding place - the art of Hieronymus Bosch. London, 2014. An
excommunicated priest approaches both the Church and the art world, claiming to possess an
artefact that will destroy their reputations. This man, Nicholas Laverne, is poised to end over
500 years of silence and injustice. Yet, unknown to Nicholas, he has just summoned a killer
intent on silencing him.
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$19.99 Mogadishu, Somalia. A luxury cruise liner has been captured by Somali pirates, with 860 lives
at the mercy of the ruthless hijackers. Jake Grafton, head of Middle Eastern covert Ops for the
CIA, has contacted his uniquely talented operative Tommy Carmellini, requesting his
presence. Grafton's veins of ice and nerves of steel make him Washington's go-to man in a
crisis, while Carmellini has the skillset Grafton needs when he knows he won't be playing by
the book. With the pirates holding firm to their demands, together they must launch an
offensive explosive enough to blow their enemy firmly out of the water...

Roberto
Costantini

The Root of all Evil: Tp
Commissario
Balistreri #2

$29.99 Tripoli, 1960s. During the years in which post-colonial Libya fell prey to the sprawling greed
of the West, Michele Balistreri suffered a succession of blows that would scar him for life. The
death of his mother; the unspeakable horror that befell his best friend's family; his father's
role in Gaddafi's ascent to power; and the innocent blood pact that would corrupt the course
of his future. Rome, 1982. In the wake of a ruinous blunder, a ground-down Commissario
Balistreri escapes his regrets through sex, alcohol and gambling. His sole responsibilities are
now a stilted investigation into the death of a South American student, and a tiresome
obligation - as a gratitude to the man who saved his career - to a rising television starlet
needing protection from the pitfalls of fame. As the risks to this girl, Claudia Teodori, begin to
rise along with her reputation, the sorrows of Balistreri's past also start to push back into his
present. Both of their fates are inextricably linked - and this driven, obsessive young woman
must help this damaged detective fight a foe that follows her and refuses to forget him.

Julia Crouch

The Long Fall

Tp

$29.99 How far would you go to protect your secrets? Greece, 1980 Emma takes part in a shattering,
violent event. An event to which she is anything but an innocent bystander. She is only
eighteen, but this marks her fall from innocence. It will haunt her for the rest of her life.
London, now Kate has the perfect existence: a glossy image, a glamorous home, a perfect
family. But there are cracks. All is not what it seems. And now the two worlds are about to
collide. Somebody's out for revenge. Someone who has been waiting thirty years...

Judith Cutler

Death in Elysium:
Jodie Welsh #1

Hb

$42.95 Highflying city career woman Jodie Welch was prepared for a dramatic change in lifestyle
when she met and married the Reverend Theo Welch, settling down to an entirely new kind
of life as the wife of a country vicar in the picturesque village of Lesser Hogben. But if she
thought life as a city deal-maker was tough, nothing could have prepared her for the
emotional rollercoaster of local church and village politics. As a newcomer, Jodie encounters
hostility and disapproval from several of the villagers, particularly in her efforts to engage
and assist Lesser Hogben's disaffected youth. When a local lad Jodie employed to help in her
garden disappears, along with Jodie's expensive camera, everyone around her is inclined to
assume the worst. Only Jodie and the missing boy's friend Mazza are convinced of his
innocence. But Burble's disappearance marks the start of a series of disturbing incidents
which escalate in intensity - until the body shows up, and Jodie must use her well-honed
negotiating and networking skills to unmask a ruthless killer.

Jason Dean

The Hunter's Oath:
James Bishop #3

Tp

$29.99 She was attacked and left for dead. Amy Philmore knows something is wrong as she walks
home alone through Fort George Hill in Upper Manhattan. When a car pulls up and three men
get out Amy runs, but is too late to escape. Now she is in hospital fighting for her life. But her
attackers are about to find themselves in even graver danger. Because Amy's brother is former
Marine James Bishop. And when you target those he loves, he will do anything to save them.
With Amy's life hanging in the balance, Bishop takes matters into his own hands and soon
uncovers a ruthless empire of criminals who will do anything to protect their secrets. Can
Bishop find his way to the heart of the organisation before he is outnumbered? Or is the
predator about to become the prey?

Stephen Coonts Pirate Alley:
Grafton &
Carmellini #5
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David Downing Masaryk Station:
John Russell #6

Pb

$19.99 Berlin, 1948. Still occupied by the four Allied powers and largely in ruins, the city has become
the cockpit of a new Cold War. The legacies of the war have become entangled in the new
Soviet-American conflict, creating a world of bizarre and fleeting loyalties - a paradise for
spies. As spring unfolds, a Western withdrawal looks increasingly likely. Berlin's German
inhabitants live in fear of the Soviet forces who occupy half the city, and whose legacy of
violence has ripped apart many families. John Russell works for both Stalin's NKVD and the
newly created CIA, trying his best to cut himself loose from both before his double-agency is
discovered by either. As tensions between the great powers escalate, each passing day makes
Russell's position more treacherous. He and his Soviet liaison, Shchepkin, seek out one final
operation - one piece of intelligence so damning it could silence the wrath of one nation and
solicit the protection of the other. It will be the most dangerous task Russell has ever taken
on, but one way or the other, it will be his last.

Martin Edwards The Frozen Shroud:
Lake District #6

Pb

$18.99 Death has already come twice to Ravenbank, a remote Lake District community. Before the
First World War a young woman's corpse was found, a makeshift shroud frozen to her
battered face. Then five years ago, another woman was murdered in the same grisly
manner.When a third death is visited on Ravenbank at Hallowe'en, Daniel Kind, a specialist in
the history of murder, becomes fascinated by the old cases. Surely this new incident is linked
to the earlier killings? In a race against time, Daniel and the Cold Case Review Team, lead by
DCI Hannah Scarlett, join forces to solve the puzzling mystery.

Joseph Finder

Tp

$29.99 Danny Goodman's nightmare began with a quick handshake and a friendly smile... Danny's
teenage daughter Abby is the light of his life. Her mother died last year, and he is desperate to
keep everything as normal as possible. But the situation is bad. Danny can't afford the private
school Abby adores, and he can't bear to tell his daughter he has failed her. By a stroke of
brilliant luck, Danny meets Thomas Galvin, the father of his daughter's best friend and one of
the richest men in Boston. But when Danny accepts a loan from him, the authorities turn up
at his door. Now he has a choice. Face prison, or become part of a sting operation to bring
down his new best friend - and one of the most dangerous men in the country.

Matthew Frank If I Should Die:
Joseph Stark #1

Tp

$29.99 It begins with vicious, apparently motiveless attacks on down and outs in South London. But
when one of the homeless victims dies from his wounds, it's murder...For the Met
investigation team's newest member, Joseph Stark, death is already all too familiar. Injured in
an attack that killed his fellow soldiers and tortured by nightmares since his return, Afghan
veteran Stark has enough on his hands just trying to recover without enduring the scrutiny
and sideways glances of his new colleagues. The drink and painkillers he's leaning on to keep
going aren't helping. And there's only so long he can ignore the efforts of the Ministry of
Defence to speak to him. When one of the victims of the attacks fights back it's soon clear that
there's much more at stake than gangs preying randomly on society's weakest members. But
as Stark hunts down the truth - and the rotten heart of the crimes - his own strength is
fading. It seems that the ex-soldier's determination to see justice done may not, this time, be
enough to carry him through.

Robert Goddard The Ways of the
World: James
Maxted #1

Pb

$19.99 1919. The eyes of the world are on Paris, where statesmen, diplomats and politicians have
gathered to discuss the fate of half the world's nations in the aftermath of the cataclysm that
was the Great War. A horde of journalists, spies and opportunists have also gathered in the
city and the last thing the British diplomatic community needs at such a time is the
mysterious death of a senior member of their delegation. So, when Sir Henry Maxted falls
from the roof of his mistress's apartment building in unexplained circumstances, their first
instinct is to suppress all suspicious aspects of the event. But Sir Henry's son, ex Royal Flying
Corps ace James 'Max' Maxted, has other ideas. He resolves to find out how and why his
father died - even if this means disturbing the impression of harmonious calm which the
negotiating teams have worked so hard to maintain. In a city where countries are jostling for
position at the crossroads of history and the stakes could hardly be higher, it is difficult to tell
who is a friend and who a foe.

Suspicion
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Neil Gordon

Tp
You're a Big Girl
Now: Company You
Keep #2

$29.99 Isabel Montgomery had an unusual upbringing. It started conventionally enough: she was the
daughter of an actress and a lawyer, living in small-town America. But this was all shattered
when, as a seven-year-old, she was abandoned by her father in a New York hotel room and
everything she knew fell apart. Her father, it turned out, wasn't the man he said he was, but
was actually one of America's most wanted fugitives, owing to his involvement in a notorious
bank robbery. You're A Big Girl Now picks up the story some years later. Isabel is now a 27
year-old tech-savvy, freelance investigative journalist, one of the USA's best, despite some selfmedication problems. She decides to turn her skills on her own family in the hope of finally
understanding the truth about her grandfather, her father and everything that's happened to
her.

Jane Haddam

Hearts of Sand:
Gregor Demarkian
#28

Pb

$14.95 Alwych, Connecticut, is the stereotypical old money Connecticut beach town. And Chapin
Waring is the worst thing that ever happened to this town. She was a well turned-out
debutante from one of the richest families in Alwych until thirty years ago when the young
debutante, destined to have the right life, was revealed to a bank robber and a murderer. She
disappeared, never to be heard from again. But Alwych has never forgotten her, or let her
friends and family forget. So when Chapin turns up dead, its baffling. To learn why she died,
Gregor Demarkian is brought in to finally solve the mysteries surrounding Chapin Waring.
Not just how and why she died, but where shed been and what happened thirty years ago.

Dashiel
Hammett

The Hunter and
Other Stories

Pb

$19.99 A new collection of crime stories from the legendary hard-boiled writer Dashiell Hammett.
The author of classic novels The Thin Man (1934) and The Maltese Falcon (1938), Hammett has
been called 'a master of the detective novel, yes, but also one hell of a writer' (The Boston
Globe). This new collection, The Hunter and Other Stories, includes several never-beforepublished short stories, and, like the screen stories from Return of the Thin Man, the pieces
here read as novellas - rich in both story and character - that no Hammett fan should do
without.

Mick Herron

Dead Lions

Pb

$19.99 London's Slough House is where the washed-up MI5 spies go to while away what's left of
their failed careers. The 'slow-horses', as they're called, have all disgraced themselves. Some
messed up an op badly and can't be trusted anymore. Others got in the way of an ambitious
colleague and had the rug pulled from under their feet. Maybe they just got too dependent on
the bottle. All have one thing in common: they all want to be back in the action and they'll do
anything to get there, even if it means actually cooperating.

Ryan David
Jahn

The Gentle Assassin Tp

$29.99 In 1963 a couple are brutally killed in their own home. The only survivor is the baby taken
that night. Twenty-six years later, in Louiseville, Kentucky, Andrew Combs confronts the man
who cold-bloodedly murdered his mother. Consumed by his need for revenge, Andrew sets in
motion a violent chain of events that can only end in someone's death. Andrew's father, Harry
Combs, former assassin and man on the run, discovers his past has finally caught up with
him. His son thinks he knows the truth, but the real story is far darker. As shadowy figures
threaten Harry's new life, Harry and Andrew must work together to save themselves, and
each other.
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Peter James

Want You Dead:
Roy Grace #10

Tp

$29.99 Virtual romance becomes a terrifying obsession in Want You Dead... Single girl, 29,
smouldering redhead, love life that's crashed and burned. Seeks new flame to rekindle her
fire. Fun, friendship and - who knows - maybe more? When Red Westwood meets handsome,
charming and rich Bryce Laurent through an online dating agency, there is an instant
attraction. But as their love blossoms, the truth about his past, and his dark side, begins to
emerge. Everything he has told Red about himself turns out to be a tissue of lies, and her
infatuation with him gradually turns to terror. Within a year, and under police protection, she
evicts him from her flat and her life. But Red's nightmare is only just beginning. For Bryce is
obsessed with her, and he intends to destroy everything and everyone she has ever known
and loved - and then her too...

Diane Kelly

Death, Taxes, and
Silver Spurs: Tara
Holloway #7

Pb

$14.95 IRS Special Agent Tara Holloway has just been given her best assignment ever - to collect
taxes owed by her celebrity crush, country-western superstar Brazos Rivers. While the sexy
Brazos has made millions through CD sales and endorsements, he's never filed a tax return or
paid a penny to Uncle Sam. But surely his failure to pay is a mere oversight, right? After all,
how can he think about taxes when he's been busy touring, writing songs, and starring in
Tara's dreams?

Chris Chibnall & Broadchurch
Erin Kelly

Pb

$19.99 Inspired by the first season of the BAFTA award-winning ITV series, this is the official,
unmissable Broadchurch novel. Incredibly moving and containing never-before-seen material,
it takes you inside the minds and motivations of the unforgettable cast of characters. It's a hot
July morning in the Dorset town of Broadchurch when Beth Latimer realises that her elevenyear-old son, Danny, is missing. As Beth searches desperately for her boy, her best friend,
local police officer DS Ellie Miller, arrives at work to find that the promotion she was
promised has been given to disreputable Scottish outsider DI Alec Hardy. When Danny's body
is found on the beach Ellie must put her feelings aside as she works with DI Hardy to solve
the mystery of Danny's death. As the case becomes a murder investigation the news hits the
national press, jolting sleepy Broadchurch into the national spotlight. As the town's secrets
begin to unravel, members of this tight-knit community begin to consider those in their
midst. Right now it's impossible to know who to trust...

Christobel Kent The Killing Room:
Cellini #5

Tp

$29.99 When private investigator Sandro Cellini is invited to attend a glamorous launch party for a
luxury residence overlooking the glittering expanse of Florence, he has no idea what he's
walking into. Behind the ancient and luxurious facade of Palazzo San Giorgio, there lies a
series of terrible secrets; an old torture chamber, hidden for centuries in the bowels of the
building, and a much more recent malevolence. The former head of security for this elite
development has just died under suspicious circumstances and Sandro finds himself - quite
literally - stepping into dead man's shoes. He soon discovers that other unsavoury incidents
have tainted the prestigious opening. When one of the residents is found murdered in her
room, events begin to spiral out of control. Sandro must work to untangle the complex web of
relationships that exists between residents and staff to unmask a deadly killer.

Simon Kernick

Pb

$19.99 The gripping new race-against-time thriller by the best-selling author of Relentless, The Last
10 Seconds, Siege and Ultimatum. One Witness - You're on a trip with your family, miles from
anywhere. A shot rings out - and your whole life changes in an instant. One Secret - A woman
is racing towards you, chased by three gunmen. Although you don't know it, she harbours a
deadly secret. She's in terrible danger. And now you are too. No Escape - You're running,
terrified, desperate to find safety. You know that the men hunting you have killed before. And
if they catch you, you'll be next.

Stay Alive
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Philip Kerr

Research

Tp

$29.99 A former advertising copywriter, Sam Houston, is a leading British thriller writer whose
books sell in their millions. He lives in luxury in Monaco. Houston estimates that he earns
royalties on one out of every 25 hardcover books published in the world. In fact, Houston
publishes so many best sellers, in so many different genres, that he can't possibly write them
all. So he farms many of his books out to a factory: a team of co-authors who work from
Houston-supplied outlines and stick closely to the no-frills formula: short chapters, short
paragraphs, short sentences, short words. But Sam has had enough of being a book factory.
He wants to get back to his roots, and write something himself again - a novel that will win
prizes and praise from the critics. But if the book-writing machine stops, many people stand
to lose out, and Sam's extensive research has left him with some powerful secrets to keep...

Owen
Laukkanen

The Professionals:
Stevens &
Windermere #1

Pb

$19.99 Four friends, caught in a terrible job market, joke about turning to kidnapping to survive. And
then, suddenly, it's no joke. For two years, the strategy they devise works like a charm - until
they kidnap the wrong man. Now two groups are after them - the law, in the form of veteran
state investigator Kirk Stevens and hotshot young FBI agent Carla Windermere, and an
organized crime outfit looking for payback. As they crisscross the country in a series of
increasingly explosive confrontations, each of them is ultimately forced to recognize the
truth: the real professionals, cop or criminal, are those who are willing to sacrifice
everything.

Stuart MacBride A Song for the
Dying: Ash
Henderson #2

Pb

$19.99 He's back... Eight years ago, 'The Inside Man' murdered four women and left three more in
critical condition - all of them with their stomachs slit open and a plastic doll stitched inside.
And then the killer just... disappeared. Ash Henderson was a Detective Inspector on the initial
investigation, but a lot can change in eight years. His family has been destroyed, his career is
in tatters, and one of Oldcastle's most vicious criminals is making sure he spends the rest of
his life in prison. Now a nurse has turned up dead on a patch of waste ground, a plastic doll
buried beneath her skin, and it looks as if Ash might finally get a shot at redemption. At
earning his freedom. At revenge.

Peter May

Extraordinary
People: Enzo Files
#1 (2006)

Pb

$19.99 Paris. An old mystery. As midnight strikes, a man desperately seeking sanctuary flees into a
church. The next day, his sudden disappearance will make him famous throughout France. A
new science. Forensic expert Enzo Macleod takes a wager to solve the seven most notorious
French murders using modern technology - and a total disregard for the justice system. A
fresh trail. Deep in the catacombs below the city, he unearths dark clues deliberately set - and
as he draws closer to the killer, discovers that he is to be the next victim.

Andy
McDermott

The Valhalla
Prophecy: Wilde &
Chase #9

Pb

$19.99 The ultimate duo - Nina Wilde and Eddie Chase - return in their ninth action-packed
adventure. Secrets from the past emerge to threaten archaeologist Nina Wilde and her
husband, former SAS soldier Eddie Chase, when a Viking runestone is stolen by a murderous
gang of raiders. The stone holds the key to an ancient evil concealed in one of Norse
mythology's holiest places: Valhalla. Travelling to Sweden, Eddie and Nina find themselves in
a race against time to locate the legendary hall of the Viking warriors - before rival powers
claim its deadly contents for themselves. It is a quest that will force Eddie to revisit a dark
chapter from his mercenary days that he has kept hidden from everyone...including his wife.
Only Nina and Eddie can prevent the unleashing of a primordial terror from the depths of the
earth. But even if they succeed, will the cost be greater than either of them could have ever
imagined...
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Andy McNab

Silencer: Nick Stone Pb
#15

$19.99 Nick Stone has always kept his job as ex-SAS trouble shooter at arms' length from his home
life. But when his son falls dangerously ill and the doctor who saves him comes under threat
from an old adversary, it is no longer possible. Life just got very personal. To stop his cover
being terminally blown, he must follow a trail that begins in Triad-controlled Hong Kong. He
is propelled back into the brutal world he thought he'd left behind. The forces ranged against
him have guns, helicopters, private armies and a terrified population in their vice-like grip.
Nick Stone has two decades of operational skills - but this time, that may not be enough...

Richard
Montanari

The Doll Maker:
Balzano & Byrne #8

Tp

$29.99 Mr Marseille is polite, elegant, and erudite. He would do anything for his genteel true love
Anabelle. And he is a psychopath. A quiet Philadelphia suburb. A woman cycles past a train
depot with her young daughter. And there she finds a murdered girl posed on a newly
painted bench. Strangled. Beside her is a formal invite to a tea dance in a week's time. Seven
days later, two more young victims are discovered in a disused house, posed on painted
swings. At the scene is an identical invite. This time, though, there is something extra waiting
for Detectives Kevin Byrne and Jessica Balzano. A delicate porcelain doll. It's a message. And a
threat. With Marseille and Anabelle stalking the city, Detectives Byrne and Balzano have just
seven days to find the link between the murders before another innocent child is snatched
from its streets.

Barbara Nadel

Body Count: Ikmen
#16

Pb

$19.99 Any bloody death will lead Inspectors Cetin Ikmen and Mehmet Suleyman out onto the dark
streets of Istanbul. On 21 January, a half-decapitated corpse in the poor multicultural district
of Tarlabasi poses a particularly frustrating and gruesome mystery. But as the months pass
and the violence increases, it turns into a hunt for that rare phenomenon in the golden city
on the Bosphorus: a serial killer. Desperate to uncover the killer's twisted logic as the body
count rises, Ikmen and Suleyman find only more questions. How are the victims connected?
What is the significance of the number 21? And how many Istanbullus must die before they
find the answers?

Stuart Neville

The Final Silence:
Jack Lennon
Investigation #4

Tp

$32.99 Rea Carlisle has inherited a house from an uncle she never knew. It doesn't take her long to
clear out the dead man's remaining possessions, but one room remains stubbornly locked.
When Rea finally forces it open she discovers inside a chair, a table - and a leather-bound
book. Inside its pages are locks of hair, fingernails: a catalogue of victims. Horrified, Rea
wants to go straight to the police but when her family intervene, Rea turns to the only person
she can think of: DI Jack Lennon. But Lennon is facing his own problems. Suspended from the
force and hounded by DCI Serena Flanagan, the toughest cop he's ever faced, Lennon must
unlock the secrets of a dead man's terrifying journal.

Tp

$32.99 When Santosh Wagh isn't struggling out of a bottle of whisky he's head of Private India, the
Mumbai branch of the world's finest PI agency. In a city of over thirteen million he has his
work cut out at the best of times. But now someone is killing women - seemingly
unconnected women murdered in a chilling ritual, with strange objects placed carefully at
their death scenes. As Santosh and his team race to find the killer, an even greater danger
faces Private India - a danger that could threaten the lives of thousands of innocent Mumbai
citizens.

James Patterson Private India:
Private #8
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James Patterson Second
Honeymoon:
Honeymoon #2

Pb

$19.99 FBI agent John O'Hara receives a call from a man desperate for his help. His son and daughterin-law have been found murdered on their honeymoon in the Caribbean. The grieving father
wants justice, and will pay O'Hara handsomely to hunt down the killer. Federal agents aren't
allowed to moonlight, but O'Hara is on suspension and battling some serious demons. He
takes on the case, but as O'Hara delves deeper, a past he thought was dead and buried soon
comes back to haunt him.

James Patterson Private LA: Private
#7

Pb

$19.99 Jack Morgan is having a bad week. His twin brother is up on a murder charge and determined
to frame him for the crime, and one of Jack's clients has just called to report the burnt bodies
of four surfers on his beach. But what seems like a random mugging gone wrong soon reveals
something far worse - a killer calling themselves No Prisoners is holding the city to ransom.
And there's more bad news: Hollywood's golden couple, Thom and Jennifer Harlow, have
been kidnapped, along with their adopted children. It looks like the whole world is about to
discover whether Private are really as good as they say they are.

George
Pelecanos

The Double: Spero
Lucas #2

Pb

$19.99 Spero Lucas is a young Iraq war vet now working as a PI in Washington DC. He's hired by a
young woman to find a painting she lost after being scammed by a super-smooth con-artist.
Spero tracks the painting down, but the con-artist is part of a team of ruthless thugs, and the
woman who hired Spero is brutally attacked as a warning to stay away. The warning doesn't
work. Spero is angry and he goes on the offensive, taking out the gang one by one. But where
do Spero's remorseless killings sit on the morality scale? Is he defending an innocent woman?
Or have his experiences of war turned him into a ruthless killer, no better than the crooks
he's up against?

Kathy Reichs

Bones of the Lost:
Temperance
Brennan #16

Pb

$19.99 The body of a teenage girl is discovered along a desolate highway on the outskirts of
Charlotte. Inside her purse is the ID card of a local businessman who died in a fire months
earlier. Who was the girl? And was she murdered? Dr Temperance Brennan, Forensic
Anthropologist, must find the answers. She soon learns that a Gulf War veteran stands
accused of smuggling artefacts into the country. Could there be a connection between the two
cases? Convinced that the girl's death was no accident, Tempe soon finds herself at the centre
of a conspiracy that extends from South America to Afghanistan. But to find justice for the
dead, she must be more courageous - and take more extreme action - than ever before.

Ruth Rendell

The Girl Next Door

Tp

$32.99 When the bones of two severed hands are discovered in a box, an investigation into a long
buried crime of passion begins. And a group of friends, who played together as children, begin
to question their past. 'For Woody, anger was cold. Cold and slow. But once it had started it
mounted gradually and he could think of nothing else. He knew he couldn't stay alive while
those two were alive. Instead of sleeping, he lay awake in the dark and saw those hands.
Anita's narrow white hand with the long nails painted pastel pink, the man's brown hand
equally shapely, the fingers slightly splayed.' Before the advent of the Second World War,
beneath the green meadows of Loughton, Essex, a dark network of tunnels has been dug. A
group of children discover them. They play there. It becomes their secret place. Seventy years
on, the world has changed. Developers have altered the rural landscape. Friends from a halfremembered world have married, died, grown sick, moved on or disappeared. Work on a new
house called Warlock uncovers a grisly secret, buried a lifetime ago...
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J D Robb

Concealed in Death: Pb
In Death #38

$19.99 There is nothing unusual about billionaire Roarke supervising work on his new property - but
when he takes a ceremonial swing at the first wall to be knocked down, he uncovers the body
of a girl. And then another - in fact, twelve dead girls concealed behind a false wall. Luckily
for Roarke, he is married to the best police lieutenant in town. Eve Dallas is determined to
find the killer - especially when she discovers that the building used to be a sanctuary for
deliquent teenagers and the parallel with her past as a young runaway hits hard. As the girls'
identities are slowly unravelled by the department's crack forensic team, Eve and her staunch
sidekick Peabody get closer to the shocking truth...

Peter Robinson Abbatoir Blues:
Inspector Banks
#22

Tp

$32.99 When two boys vanish under mysterious circumstances, the local community is filled with
unease. Then a bloodstain is discovered in a disused World War Two hangar nearby, and a
caravan belonging to one of the youths is burned to the ground. Things quickly become much
more sinister. Assigned to the case, DCI Banks and his team are baffled by the mystery laid
out before them. But when a motor accident throws up a gruesome discovery, the
investigation spins into a higher gear - in another direction. As Banks and his team struggle
desperately to find the missing boy who holds the key to the puzzle, they find themselves in a
race against time where it's their turn to become the prey...

Andrea Maria
Schenkel

Pb

$24.99 Bavaria, Germany, 1947. At the end of the war, Afra Zauner returns to her parents' cottage on
the edge of Mauther Forest. Unmarried, and pregnant. As she struggles to raise her child, her
father's shame, her mother's fury and the loud whispers of the neighbours begin to weigh
upon her. She doesn't believe in her sin. But everyone else does. And someone brings
judgement down upon her. Many years later, Hermann Muller is throwing a drunk out of his
tavern. A traveller, who won't stop ranting about a murder left unsolved, about police who
never investigated. Out of curiousity, the file is reopened. And in the cold light of hindsight, a
chilling realisation creeps upon the community. No-one ever atoned for Afra's death. But her
story is waiting to be told. Andrea Maria Schenkel returns to the form of her groundbreaking
The Murder Farm, narrating through suspects, victims and investigators to lead the reader to
their own awful understanding.

Gerald Seymour Vagabond

Tp

$29.99 It was a dirty job in a dirty war. Danny Curnow, known in the army family by his call sign,
Vagabond, ran agents, informers. Played God with their lives and their deaths, and was the
best at his job - and he quit when the stress overwhelmed him. Now he lives in quiet isolation
and works as a guide to tourists visiting the monuments and cemeteries of an earlier, simpler,
conflict on Normandy's D-Day beaches. Until the call comes from an old boss, Bentinick.
Violence in Northern Ireland is on the rise again. Weapons are needed for a new campaign.
Gaby Davies of MI5, sparky and ambitious, runs the double agent Ralph Exton, who will be
the supposed middle man in brokering an arms deal with a Russian contact, Timofey. The
covert world of deception and betrayal was close to destroying Danny across the Irish Sea.
Fifteen years later the stakes are higher, the risks greater, and there is an added agenda on
the table. If he wants to survive, Danny will have to prove, to himself, that he has not
softened, that he is as hard and ruthless as before.

Daniel Silva

Tp

$29.99 Gabriel Allon is in Venice repairing an altarpiece by Veronese when he receives an urgent
summons from the Italian police. The eccentric London art dealer Julian Isherwood has
stumbled upon a chilling murder scene in Lake Como, and is being held as a suspect. To save
his friend, Gabriel must track down the real killers and then perform one simple task: find the
most famous missing painting in the world. Sometimes the best way to find a stolen
masterpiece is to steal another one...The dead man is a fallen British spy with a secret: he's
been trafficking in stolen paintings and selling them to a mysterious collector. Through a
contact at the dirty end of the art trade, Gabriel learns that stolen masterpieces are being
used as currency in the volatile world of international terror and financial warfare - and that
among those paintings is the world's most iconic missing work of art: Caravaggio's glorious
Nativity with St. Francis and St. Lawrence. Gabriel embarks on a daring gambit to recover the
Caravaggio and learn the identity of the collector.

The Dark Meadow

The Heist: Gabriel
Allon #14
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John Gordon
Sinclair

Blood Whispers

Tp

$29.99 Kaltrina Dervishi is a prostitute on the run from Serbian gang leader Fisnik Abazi. The police
want her to give evidence against him: Abazi wants her dead. Only her lawyer, Keira Lynch,
can keep that from happening. What Keira doesn't realise is that this is a case with global
repercussions and it's not long before the CIA come calling. If Kaltrina talks and Abazi is
imprisoned, then certain information will come to light - information that men will go to any
lengths to keep buried. What they don't realise though is that Keira Lynch isn't your typical
Glasgow lawyer. When she was eight years old she killed a man, and as they're about to find
out, she's at her most dangerous when threatened.

Dan Smith

The Darkest Heart

Tp

$29.99 There were times I felt I would always be death's passenger. It moved one step ahead of me
wherever I went, letting its shadow fall across me. It carried me on; shaded me from the
world other people lived in.' Leaving behind his life of violence in Brazil's darkest shadows,
Zico is determined to become a better man. But it seems his old life isn't quite done with him
yet when he's tasked with making one last kill. It's one that could get him everything he has
ever wanted; a house, some land, cash in his pocket, a future for him and his girlfriend,
Daniella. But this one isn't like all the others. This one comes at a much higher price. The
Darkest Heart is a journey through the shadowy heart of Brazil and the even darker mind of a
killer, where fear is a death sentence and the only chance of survival might mean abandoning
the only good thing you've ever known.

Dan Smith

Red Winter

Pb

$19.99 Russia, 1920. Kolya has deserted his Red Army unit and returns home to bury his brother and
reunite with his wife and sons. But he finds the village silent and empty. The men have been
massacred in the forest. The women and children have disappeared. In this remote, rural
community the folk tales mothers tell their children by candlelight take on powerful
significance and the terrifying legend of The Deathless One begins to feel very real. Kolya sets
out on a journey through dense, haunting forests and across vast plains as bitter winter sets
in, in the desperate hope he will find his family. But there are very dark things in his past and there's someone, or something, on his trail...

Johan Theorin

The Asylum

Pb

$19.99 An underground passage leads from the Dell nursery to Saint Patricia's asylum. Only the
children enter, leaving their minders behind. On the other side are their parents - some of the
most dangerous psychopaths in the country. Jan has just started working at the nursery. He is
a loner with many secrets and one goal. He must get inside the asylum... What is his
connection with one of the inmates, a famous singer? What really happened when a boy in his
care went missing nine years ago? Who can we trust when everyone has something to hide?

David Thomas

Ostland

Pb

$19.99 Surrounded by evil, how long can one man's good intentions last? February 1941, Berlin: A
murderer is on a killing spree. The Murder Squad is in the midst of the biggest manhunt the
city has ever seen. Georg Heuser is the idealistic, brilliant young detective set to crack the
case. July 1959, West Germany: Lawyers Max Kraus and Paula Siebert are investigating war
crimes of unimaginable magnitude committed near the Russian Front, the empire the Nazis
called Ostland. The man accused is called Georg Heuser. Assured of his guilt, Paula and Max
have only one question left: What has happened to make this good man become a monster?
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Charles Todd

A Question of
Honor: Bess
Crawford #5

Pb

$19.99 Bess Crawford enjoyed a wondrous childhood in India, where her father, a colonel in the
British army, was stationed on the Northwest Frontier. But an unforgettable incident
darkened that happy time. In 1908, Colonel Crawford's regiment discovered it had a murderer
in its ranks, an officer who killed five people in India and England yet was never brought to
trial. In the eyes of many of these soldiers, men defined by honor and duty, the crime was a
stain on the regiment's reputation, and on the good name of Bess's father, the Colonel Sahib,
who had trained the killer.

A R Torre

The Girl in 6E

Tp

$29.99 Deanna Madden, aka Jessica Reilly, hasn't touched another person in three years. She hasn't
left her apartment. She makes money from performing to webcams on a sex site, where her
clients pay $6.99 a minute for her time. She's doing alright. The dollars are piling up in the
bank. She's the number 3 model on cams.com. And she hasn't killed anyone for years. But
when Deanna sees on the news that a little girl called Annie has gone missing, the story
rattles her carefully ordered world. It's uncomfortably similar to the dark fantasy of one of
her most disturbing online clients. She's convinced he's responsible for the girl's abduction but no one will listen to her. So, after three years, Deanna finally leaves the apartment. And
this is what happens...

Tarjei Vesaas

The Bridges

Pb

$19.99 Tarjei Vessas’s The Bridges describes the changing relationships between three adolescents –
an unmarried mother who has drowned her newborn child and the girl and boy who befriend
her. Their individual reactions to the tragedy and their efforts to communicate with each
other form the central theme of the narrative. As strange, unsettling - and memorable – as
The Ice Palace, this remarkable novel carries with all the compassion, human insight and
lyrical power of a great Vessas novel.

Tarjei Vesaas

The Seed

Pb

$19.99 From the author of The Ice Palace, a new addition to the Peter Owen Modern Classics series.
The themes of The Seed are violence and guilt. A maniac visiting an island murders a girl. He
is pursued by the islanders and killed by the victim’s brother. Too late, the avengers become
aware of their own guilt, with its attendant mutual mistrust, and they attempt to expiate
their crime. Vessas’s graphic evocation of nature and his parallel between the violence of
savage animals and humanity make this a book of unusual literary distinction.

S J Watson

Before I Go to Sleep Pb
(Film Tie-In)

$19.99 Christine wakes in a strange bed beside a man she does not recognise. In the bathroom she
finds a photograph of him taped to the mirror, and beneath it the words 'Your husband'. Each
day, Christine wakes knowing nothing of her life. Each night, her mind erases the day. But
before she goes to sleep, she will recover fragments from her past, flashbacks to the accident
that damaged her, and then - mercifully - she will forget. Chilling, exquisitely crafted and
compulsively readable, S.J. Watson's debut novel Before I Go to Sleep is a psychological
thriller of the highest order. It asks primary questions. Are there things best not
remembered? Who are we if we do not know our own history? How do we love without
memory?
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Lucie
Whitehouse

Before We Met

Pb

$19.99 Hannah, independent, headstrong, and determined not to follow in the footsteps of her
bitterly divorced mother, has always avoided commitment. But one hot New York summer
she meets Mark Reilly, a fellow Brit, and is swept up in a love affair that changes all her ideas
about what marriage might mean. Now, living in their elegant, expensive London townhouse
and adored by her fantastically successful husband, she knows she was right to let down her
guard. But when Mark does not return from a business trip to the U.S. and when the hours of
waiting for him stretch into days, the foundations of Hannah's certainty begin to crack. Why
do Mark's colleagues believe he has gone to Paris not America? Why is there no record of him
at his hotel? And who is the mysterious woman who has been telephoning him over the last
few weeks? Hannah begins to dig into her husband's life, uncovering revelations that throw
into doubt everything she has ever believed about him. As her investigation leads her away
from their fairytale romance into a place of violence and fear she must decide whether the
secrets Mark has been keeping are designed to protect him or protect her...

Murder with a
Twist: Mack's Bar
#2

Pb

$14.95 The regulars at Mack's Bar love putting their heads together to solve a good mystery. But
Mack is learning there's a big difference between barroom brain teasers and real-life murder...
Milwaukee bar owner Mackenzie Mack Dalton has a unique neurological condition that gives
her extra perceptive senses, and police detective Duncan Albright is convinced Mack's
abilities can be used to help catch crooks. Mack may be at pro at mixing drinks, but she's still
an amateur when it comes to solving crimes - and she's not sure she should mix business
with pleasure by working with a man who stirs up such strong feelings in her. At her first
crime scene - a suspicious suicide - she experiences a heady cocktail of mixed sensations and
emotions that make her question whether police work is right for her. But when Duncan asks
her to help find a kidnapped child, she knows she has to give it a shot...

COSY CRIME

Ellery Adams

Pb
Murder in the
Mystery Suite: Book
Retreat #1

$14.95 Tucked away in the rolling hills of rural western Virginia is the storybook resort of Storyton
Hall, catering to book lovers who want to get away from it all. To increase her number of
bookings, resort manager Jane Steward has decided to host a Murder and Mayhem week so
that fans of the mystery genre can gather together for some role-playing and fantasy crime
solving. But when the winner of the scavenger hunt, Felix Hampden, is found dead in the
Mystery Suite, and the valuable book he won as his prize is missing, Jane realizes one of her
guests is an actual murderer. Amid a resort full of fake detectives, Jane is bound and
determined to find a real-life killer. There's no room for error as Jane tries to unlock this
mystery before another vacancy opens up...

Elizabeth Lynn
Casey

Taken In: Southern
Sewing Circle #9

Pb

$14.95 When a trip to the Big Apple ends in murder, the sewing circle searches for a killer who's
rotten to the core... Winning an appearance on a top-rated, New York based morning show
means the trip of a lifetime for librarian Tori Sinclair and the Sweet Briar Ladies Society
Sewing Circle. Anxious to experience Manhattan with her friends, Tori is less than excited
when fellow member Dixie Dunn opts to use the vacation as an opportunity to rendezvous
with a man she met online. Still, Tori never imagined her friend would be taken in by a con
man specializing in scamming vulnerable older women - or that Dixie would be arrested for
his murder. Now, as the sewing circle goes up against Gotham's elite to prove Dixie's
innocence, they will have to unravel tangled secrets and alibis, patch together a mess of clues,
and put a clever killer in the city's hottest spotlight.

Erika Chase

Book Fair and Foul:
Ashton Corners
Book Club #4

Pb

$14.95 For the mystery book lovers of Ashton Corners, burial plots tell the most intriguing stories.
The members of the Ashton Corners Mystery Readers and Cheese Straws Society are all
chipping in as Molly Mathews, now owner of the bookstore the Book Nook, prepares the first
annual Mystery Book Fair. While gossip circulates about the guest authors, club member
Lizzie Turner is unpleasantly surprised to see a certain book publicist make an appearance. It
seems Lizzie has a history with Ashley Dixon--a chapter of her life she'd rather leave closed.
But when someone gives Ashley a death sentence, Lizzie becomes the prime suspect in a
murder mystery she can't put down. Now Lizzie and her fellow book buffs have to read
between the lines of the publicist's past and catch the real killer before Lizzie is written off
for good.
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Cleo Coyle

Billionaire Blend:
Coffeehouse #13

Pb

$14.95 Landmark coffeehouse manager Clare Cosi has served her share of New York's rich and
famous, but even she is surprised by her explosive introduction to a mysterious Internet
billionaire... When a car bomb nearly kills tech whiz Eric Thorner, Clare comes to his aid and
receives a priceless thank you. Not only does the billionaire buy her a barista's dream
espresso machine, he hires her to create the world's most expensive coffee blend. As Eric jets
Clare around the globe on a head-spinning search for the world's best coffee, she gets to
know his world - a mesmerizing circle of money with rivalries that could easily have turned
deadly. But is this charming young CEO truly marked for termination? Or is he the one
making a killing?

Elizabeth Craig Shear Trouble:
Southern Quilting
#4

Pb

$14.95 As the leaves begin to fall in idyllic Dappled Hills, someone puts too fine a point on a local
ladies' man. Fortunately, the detective skills of quilter Beatrice Coleman are a cut above the
rest... The Village Quilters of Dappled Hills, North Carolina, are desperate to finish their quilts
before an upcoming show. To help, fellow member Posy has opened the back room of her
shop, the Patchwork Cottage, for everyone to use. But the ladies are less than thrilled when
Phyllis Stitt and Martha Helmsley - members of their rival quilting guild, the Cut-Ups - ask to
join them. Phyllis is hoping to leave the Cut-Ups and join up with the Village Quilters now
that Martha's dating her ex-fiance, Jason Gore. She's not pleased when he visits the shop and
even more upset when her new shears disappear. After offering to search for them, Beatrice
discovers Jason with the shears buried in his unfaithful heart. Now she must sharpen her
sleuthing skills to find a killer before someone else's life is cut short...

Allison Kinglsey Extra Sensory
Deception: Raven's
Nest Bookstore #4

Pb

$14.95 As the owners of the Raven's Nest bookstore, cousins Stephanie and Clara Quinn are the
premier booksellers in the quaint town of Finn's Harbor, Maine. But with Clara's inherited
ability to read minds and see the future, she's also the premier crime solver... You don't have
to be a psychic to know: The rodeo is coming to town! Clara's boyfriend, Rick Sanders, invites
her to the show to meet his high school buddy and expert calf roper, Wes Carlton. But when
Clara's Quinn Sense offers her a disturbing vision involving a rodeo clown, she worries that
there will be more danger at the rodeo than just the traditional bucking bronco. Of course,
her premonition turns out to be accurate, and a dead body is discovered behind the concert
stage, strangled by Wes's piggin' string. Rick is sure that there's no way Wes could have
murdered anyone, but he's going to need Clara's Quinn Sense to keep the authorities from
roping the wrong suspect...

Kylie Logan

Death by Devil's
Breath: Chili Cook
Off #2

Pb

$14.95 Cold-blooded murder can be hot as hell... In Las Vegas, the stakes are high - and so is the
Scoville scale. Maxie Pierce and the Chili Showdown are in town for a very heated contest
devoted to judging the legendary and notorious-for-being-self-combustible Devil's Breath
chili. The guest judges are casino performers with a taste for chili and an eye for publicity.
Maxie is already going mad organizing the event, dealing with her snide half sister, Sylvia,
and trying to figure out her hothead of security, Nick. But when a local hack comedian drops
dead in the middle of the Showdown, it isn't the spicy dish - it's poison. And Maxie is going to
have to shuffle through a full deck of suspects to pick out the culprit.

Terrie Farley
Moran

Well Read, Then
Dead: Read Em and
Eat #1

Pb

$14.95 First in a new series! Nestled in the barrier islands of Florida's Gulf Coast, Fort Myers Beach is
home to Mary Sassy Cabot and Bridget Mayfield - owners of the bookstore cafe, Read 'Em and
Eat. But when they're not dishing about books or serving up scones, Sassy and Bridgy are
keeping tabs on hard-boiled murder. Read 'Em and Eat is known for its delicious breakfast and
lunch treats, along with quite a colorful clientele. If it's not Rowena Gustavson loudly
debating the merits of the current book club selection, it's Miss Augusta Maddox lecturing
tourists on rumors of sunken treasure among the islands. It's no wonder Sassy's favorite is
Delia Batson, a regular at the Emily Dickinson table. Augusta's cousin and best friend Delia is
painfully shy - which makes the news of her murder all the more shocking. No one is more
distraught than Augusta, and Sassy wants to help any way she can. But Augusta doesn't have
time for sympathy. She wants Delia's killer found - and she's not taking no for an answer.
Now Sassy is on the case, and she'd better act fast before there's any more trouble in paradise.
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Penny Pike

Death of a Crabby
Cook: Food Festival
#1

Pb

$14.95 At the San Francisco Seafood Festival, someone is steamed enough to kill a cook... When
restaurant reviewer Darcy Burnett gets served a pink slip from the San Francisco Chronicle,
she needs to come up with an alternative recipe for success quickly. Her feisty aunt Abby
owns a tricked-out school bus, which she's converted into a hip and happening food truck,
and Darcy comes aboard as a part-timer while she develops a cookbook project based on
recipes from food fests in the Bay Area. But she soon finds someone's been trafficking in
character assassination - literally - when a local chef turns up dead and her aunt is framed for
the murder. The restaurant chef was an outspoken enemy of food trucks, and now Darcy
wonders if one of the other vendors did him in. With her aunt's business - and freedom - on
the line, it's up to Darcy to steer the murder investigation in the right direction and put the
brakes on an out-of-control killer...

Maggie Sefton

Close Knit Killer:
Knitting #11

Pb

$14.95 Springtime in Fort Connor, Colorado, is a breeze until a veteran con man shows up in town.
Everyone - including the House of Lambspun knitters - is up in arms, and once again it's up to
Kelly Flynn to untangle the threads of a complicated crime... Years ago Jared Rizzoli operated
a Ponzi scheme that defrauded countless Fort Connor residents - including Barbara, one of the
shop's knitters. Jared went to jail for his crime, but after being released for good behavior,
he's back to ruin more lives. When Jared is found dead in his car outside of Lambspun,
Barbara becomes a prime suspect, much to the shock of the knitting community. Kelly and her
friends now need to sort through a long list of fleeced suspects to pin the crime on the true
killer...

Paige Shelton

If Catfish Had Nine
Lives: Country
Cooking School #4

Pb

$14.95 Betts Winston has inherited more than her cooking skills from her grandmother - she can also
see and talk to ghosts of people that once roamed the streets of Broken Rope, Missouri, in the
days of the Old West... With Gram's Country Cooking School on spring break, Betts and Gram
are taking part in this year's cowboy poetry convention, offering lessons on frying catfish
over an open campfire. But when a staged gunfight ends in real death and her brother Teddy
becomes a prime suspect, Betts may be the one to jump from the frying pan into the fire. After
her ghostly guardian Jerome appears to watch her back and a spectral Pony Express rider
gallops into town with some unfinished business, Broken Rope starts to seem more like a
cowboy ghost convention. With trouble on both sides of this mortal coil, it's up to Betts to
clear her brother, put the spirits to rest, and make sure the true killer doesn't become the one
who got away.

Pb

$14.95 When Clyde the cat travels 200 miles back home only to find his former owner dead, the
story makes national news. While everyone seems eager to tell Clyde's incredible tale,
someone needs to step up to care for him. Because the media attention is creating chaos at
the local shelter, cat quilter Jillian Hart agrees to foster the loyal orange tabby. But while the
media circus around Clyde continues, Jillian learns the real story behind his owner's death, he
was murdered. Why would an elderly man already dying from a serious illness become a
murder victim?

Tp

$29.99 A hanged man would say anything to save his life. But what if his testimony is true? When
Inspector Ben Ross is called to Newgate Prison by a man condemned to die by the hangman's
noose he isn't expecting to give any credence to the man's testimony. But the account of a
murder he witnessed over seventeen years ago is so utterly believeable that Ben can't help
wondering if what he's heard is true. It's too late to save the man's life, but it's not too late to
investigate a murder that has gone undetected for all these years.

Leann Sweeney The Cat, the
Vagabond and the
Victim: A Cats in
Trouble #6

HISTORICAL CRIME
Ann Granger

The Testimony of
the Hanged Man:
Lizzie Martin #5
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Tessa Harris

The Lazarus Curse:
Dr Thomas
Silkstone #4

Pb

$25.95 In 1780s London, American anatomist Dr. Thomas Silkstone is plunged into a swirling
cauldron of sorcery, slavery, and cold-blooded murder... When the sole survivor of an ill-fated
scientific expedition to Jamaica goes missing upon his return to London, Dr. Thomas
Silkstone - entrusted with cataloging the expedition's New World specimens - feels compelled
to investigate. There are rumors of a potion that has the power to raise the dead - and the
formula is suspected to be in the private journal that has disappeared along with the young
botanist. As Dr. Silkstone searches for clues to the man's whereabouts, he is drawn deeper
into a dark and dangerous world of vengeance, infidelity, murder, and the trafficking of
corpses for profit. Without the support of his beloved Lady Lydia Farrell - from whom he has
been forcibly separated by law - he must confront the horrors of slavery, as well the very
depths of human wickedness. And after a headless corpse is discovered, Dr. Silkstone begins
to uncover the sinister motives of those in power who would stop at nothing to possess the
Lazarus potion...

Cora Harrison

The Cross of
Vengeance: Burren
Mysteries #10

Pb

$26.95 When Mara attends mass at Kilnaboy Church, it is just another duty in her busy life as Brehon
of the Burren, responsible for the maintenance of law and order in the kingdom. The church
holds an important relic: a piece of the true cross itself, housed inside a round tower and
heralded by the huge two-armed stone cross on the church gable. Hence, on this special day,
the church is packed with locals, as well as pilgrims from all over Europe. But when fire
attacks the tower where the precious relic is housed, and Mara then discovers that one of the
pilgrims is a disciple of Martin Luther and a hater of such sacred relics, a Spanish priest
threatens the might of the Inquisition and a German traveller takes refuge in the church.
However, the next morning, a naked body is found dead, spread-eagled in the shape of a
cross, on top of one of the tombs on the hill behind the church. Once again, it is Mara's task,
along with that of her law-school pupils, to investigate and uphold the power of the law...

C C Humphreys Plague

Tp

$32.99 London, May 1665. On a dark road outside London, a simple robbery goes horribly wrong when the gentlemanly highwayman, William Coke, discovers that his intended victims have
been brutally slaughtered. Suspected of the murders, Coke is forced into an uneasy alliance
with the man who pursues him - the relentless thief-taker, Pitman. Together they seek the
killer - and uncover a conspiracy that reaches from the glittering, debauched court of King
Charles to the worst slum in the city, St Giles in the Fields. But there's another murderer
moving through the slums, the taverns and palaces, slipping under the doorways of the rich.
A mass murderer. Plague.

M R C Kasasian The Mangle Street
Murders: Gower
Street Detective #1

Pb

$17.99 Gower Street, London, 1882: Sidney Grice, London's most famous personal detective, is
expecting a visitor. He drains his fifth pot of morning tea, and glances outside, where a
young, plain woman picks her way between the piles of horse-dung towards his front door.
Sidney Grice shudders. For heaven's sake - she is wearing brown shoes. March Middleton is
Sidney Grice's ward, and she is determined to help him on his next case. Her guardian thinks
women are too feeble for detective work, but when a grisly murder in the slums proves too
puzzling for even Sidney Grice's encyclopaedic brain, March Middleton turns out to be rather
useful after all...

Edward
Marston

Hb

$42.95 Thirteen specially commissioned short stories from the master of historical crime fiction
Edward Marston, following his quick witted protagonist Inspector Colbeck.Brand new and
exclusive short stories which are sure to delight Marston's army of devoted fans.

Inspector Colbeck's
Casebook: Thirteen
Tales from the
Railway Detective
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Andrew Martin Night Train to
Jamalpur: Jim
Stringer #9

Pb

$19.99 North East India, 1923. On the broiling Night Mail from Calcutta to Jamalpur, a man is shot
dead in a first class compartment. Detective Inspector Jim Stringer was sleeping in the next
compartment along. Was he the intended target? Jim should have known that his secondment
to the East Indian Railway, with a roving brief to inspect security arrangements, would not be
the working holiday he had hoped for. The country seethes with political and racial tension.
Aside from the Jamalpur shooting, someone is placing venomous snakes - including giant king
cobras - in the first class compartments of the railway. Jim also has worries on the home
front: his daughter has formed a connection with a Maharajah's son, who may in turn have a
connection to Jim's incredibly rude colleague, the bristling Major Fisher. Jim must do
everything he can to keep his family safe from harm, as he unravels the intrigues that
surround him...

Adrian McKinty The Sun is God

Pb

$27.99 It is 1906 and Will Prior is in self-imposed exile on a remote South Pacific island, working a
small, and failing, plantation. He should never have told anyone about his previous existence
as a military foot policeman in the Boer War, but a man needs friends, even if they are as
stuffy and, well, German, as Hauptmann Kessler, the local government representative. So it is
that Kessler approaches Will one hot afternoon, with a request for his help with a problem on
a neighbouring island, inhabited by a reclusive, cultish group of European 'cocovores', who
believe that sun worship and eating only coconuts will bring them eternal life. Unfortunately,
one of their number has died in suspicious circumstances, and Kessler has been tasked with
uncovering the real reason for his demise. So along with a 'lady traveller', Bessie Pullen-Burry,
who is foisted on them by the archipelago's eccentric owner, they travel to the island of
Kabakon, to find out what is really going on.

D K Wilson

The Traitor's Mark:
Thomas Treviot #2

Tp

$29.99 The Real Crime Hans Holbein, King Henry VIII's portrait painter, died in the autumn of 1543. A
century later a chronicler reported that the artist had succumbed to plague, yet there is no
contemporary evidence to support this. Suspicions have been raised over the centuries, but
the mystery of what actually happened remains unsolved to this day. Our Story Young
London goldsmith Thomas Treviot is awaiting a design for a very important jewellery
commission from Hans Holbein. When the design fails to turn up, Thomas sends a servant to
track Holbein down, only to discover that the painter has disappeared. In his hunt for Holbein
and the lost design, Thomas is led into a morass of dangerous political intrigue, French spies
and courtiers that is more treacherous than he could ever have anticipated...

Murder on the
Mind: An Insight
into the Minds of
Serial Killers and
Their Crimes

Tp

$29.95 In Murder on the Mind, Amanda Howard, tells the stories of some of history's most depraved
serial killers, and provides insight and analysis of their behaviour, thought processes and
crimes. She focuses on 10 types of serial killer including child murderers, killer couples,
parents who murder, mass child murderers, poisoners, tandem killers, thrill killers, black
widows, known murderers, and children who kill. Profiles of 60 serial killers and their crimes
are recorded, together with an analysis of their motives and the justification for their
behaviour that they offered. The harrowing accounts depict acts of violence, cruelty and
obsession, with the killers often showing no remorse for their barbaric acts.

Tp

$34.99 Meet the women found guilty of murdering their own children. They represent some of the
most hated women in Australia. The infamous list includes psychologically damaged,
sometimes deranged, women on the edge. But, as we will see, accused doesn't always mean
guilty. Among the cases covered is that of Kathleen Folbigg, accused and found guilty of
killing four of her children, even with a lack of any forensic evidence proving her guilt; Rachel
Pfitzner, who strangled her 2-year-old son and dumped his body in a duck pond; as well as
Keli Lane, found guilty of child murder though no body has ever been found. Dr Mallett goes
back to the beginning of each case; death's ground zero. That might be the accused's
childhood, were they abused? Or was their motivation greed, or fear of losing a partner? Were
they just simply evil? Or did the media paint them as such, against the evidence and leading
to a travesty of justice?

TRUE CRIME
Amanda
Howard

Xanthe Mallett Mothers Who
Murder: And
Infamous
Miscarriages of
Justice
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James Phelps

Australia's Hardest
Prison: Inside the
Walls of Long Bay
Jail

Tp

$34.99 Welcome to Long Bay, Australia's hardest prison. For the first time, guards and inmates of the
notorious South Sydney facility reveal what really goes on behind its towering concrete walls.
Opened in 1909 Long Bay Jail, originally a women's reformatory, has a dark and extraordinary
history. From ghosts to legendary prisoners, there has been an infamous collection of Long
Bay 'guests', including the formidable Neddy Smith, convicted rapists the Skaf brothers and
shamed entrepreneur Rene Rivkin. Former inmates Rodney Adler, Graham 'Abo' Henry, Tom
Domican, John Elias and others tell all about the brutal reality of life behind bars. And 'Mr Big'
Ian Hall Saxon finally comes clean about his prison escape, which baffled the nation. Delve
into the personal accounts of the prison guards, Long Bay's unsung heroes, as they open up
about their experiences dealing with some of the most dangerous men in the country.

Russell
Robinson

Khaki Crims and
Desperadoes

Tp

$32.99 When Australia entered World War I, volunteers swarmed to enlistment centres in their
thousands. Among the recruits, however, were criminals with extensive police records hardened men, fresh out of jail or on the run from the law, or fleeing family responsibilities or
debts. Once in uniform, some became persistent deserters to avoid being sent to the front.
Others showed great courage under fire, and were awarded medals. But, for many of these
criminals, the war was a chance to hone their skills for use in the criminal underworld on
their return. Their military training was a backdrop, a chance to expand their unlawful
enterprises overseas. This is the story of those khaki crims and desperadoes.
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